




SHARED
WARDROBE

Sebastian Cozma 4CR



The first things that we 
exchanged were a 
pullover (mine) and a T-
shirt (his).
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The second things that 
we exchanged were a 
checkered shirt (mine) 
and a sweatshirt (his).
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The last things that we 
exchanged were a hoodie 
(mine) and whatever the 
thing he gave me is 
because I don’t know… 
And let’s not talk about 
the fact that my hoodie is 
3 sizes bigger than his 
size.
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THANKS FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION



BR

Shared wardrobe 
Garabelli Eva & Dune Zouania 



first time Dune gave 
me her sweater



the second time 
Dune gave me her 

shoes



the last time Dune 
gave me her 

jacket



shared wardrobe

Hadjer mofredj



T H E  F I R S T  T H I N G  W E  
E X C H A N G E D  A R E  O U R  H A T S .

T H E  S E C O N D  T H I N G  W E  
E X C H A N G E D  I S  H I S  S W E A T S H I R T  
A N D  M Y  S H I R T .

the third thing we exchanged is 
shoes.



𝔸𝕣𝕞𝕒𝕕𝕚𝕠 
𝕔𝕠𝕟𝕕𝕚𝕧𝕚𝕤𝕠

Sara Nocco     &     Faustine Sicchio



Here we exchanged BAGS
I lent her my favorite and she 
one of the bags she uses most 
often to go out.



Here we exchanged 
SWEATSHIRT

She put on a new shirt 
that I love and lent me 
a sweatshirt that was 
gorgeous on the back, 

super colorful!



And finally, since I love 
them, we exchanged 

HATS.

She gave me her very nice 
black hat and I gave her my 

favorite cap.



Armadio 
condiviso
Sganzerla Giorgia



L’iniziativa dell’armadio condiviso è 
stata ottima per aiutarci a ricordare il 
tema dell’erasmus durante il viaggio 
e per fare in modo che affrontassimo 

le esperienze che ci sono state 
proposte con consapevolezza , 

facendoci realizzare che nel nostro 
piccolo possiamo aiutare il mondo.





PROJECT
«ARMADIO 

CONDIVISO»
Tosi Elettra & Matisse Oligeri & 

Anita Pontiroli



Matisse 
exchanged with 
me his floral shirt 

It was not bad,  i 
think i would
actually wear it
since it fits my
style



I exchanged
with Matisse my
NASA t-shirt 

It fitted him good i 
guess, i also left it
to him as a gift



Matisse 
exchanged with 
Anita his James 
Lebron’s tank 
top

It was a very fun
moment, that we
all enjoyed!



armadio 
condiviso

Sofia Maganzani Lily Silvestre



from lily to sofia

Her new sweatshirtHer beige long sleeve shirt Her brown pullover



from sofia to lily

My favourite T-shirt EVER My black and pink striped
long sleeve shirt

One of my grey pullover



SHARED 
WARDROBE

By Davi Rachele & Cortasse 
Candice



During my experience in France I exchanged some clothes with my correspondent Candice.
For example, in the first photo she’s wearing my favorite hat while I’m wearing her favorite 

scarf.  In the second one we exchanged our bags that we normally use to go out. To conclude in 
the last photo in addition to the hat and scarf I am wearing her shirt and she is wearing mine.

Doing this we had a lot of fun!



SHARED WARDROBE
OPINCARU ANNAIS IULIA



● Interesting and very fun 
project, initially there 
was a bit of 
embarrassment in 
swapping clothes, but it 
was fun to find 
ourselves in "new 
clothes"



ARMADIO 
CONDIVISO 

ERASMUS FRANCIA- 
ILARIA NUNU 4AR





PROGETTO ARMADIO 
CONDIVISO
MELISSA TARTARI e MANO LAVAL



first time 
Mano gave
me his shirt
and I gave

him my t-shirt



the second time I wore his jersey 
of the French national football 
team and he my green t-shirt



                                                                                                     Solenne Maria Vittoria

New experience, being able to swap clothes with girls
you just knew. It was nice to be able to discover and

wear their styles and ways of dressing and to make yours
known



armadio condiviso
Rachele Crovetti e Eliot Fabie



The first things we 
exchanged was his t-shirt 

and my sweatshirt

The second things we 
exchanged were our 

sweatshirts
The third things we 

exchanged were our caps



PROGETTO ARMADIO 
CONDIVISO 
Camilla Pinzetta & Albane Ratinaud



Albane exchanged with me her black
sweather and i really love it beacuse it
was really warm

I exchanged with her my sweatshirt. She
lihed it but it was too big for her. 



We exchanged our caps and we loved
it.



We exchanged our scarves and i really
liked her scarf because was very warm



Shared wardrobe
Elisa Orlandelli & Jeanne Fillot



In this photo she gave meher hoodie and i gave her
my sweater In this photo we

exchanged
our T-shirts

here we exchanged 
our caps



Shared Wardrobe
Cozza Manuela & Chassard Delenne Heloise





During the Erasmus experience in France, for the project «shared wardrobe», my
correspondent Heloise and I exchanged some clothes:
• a striped short sleeve t-shirt
• two sweaters one fuchsia and one blue
• a pair of beige trousers
• a red long sleeve shirt
• a white short sleeve shirt
The last night, when we took the photos, I gave her the red shirt, she liked it a lot and I
thought it would remain as a memory of that experience and the friendship we have.



SHARED WARDROBE
MY CLOTHES 
WERE: 

-A pistachio green 
jacket big enough 
even for my host 


-A simple black top 


-A pair of light blue 
jeans 
(unfortunately they 
don't fit me)



JUSTINE’S CLOTHES WERE:

- A Polo t-Shirt (really cute)

- A old tropical T-shirt (but I love it) 

- A really BIG T-shirt (it was like a dress)



SHARED WARDROBE

Camilla Savazzi



For the shared wadrobe 

project my correspondent 

wore my favorite pink 

sweatshirt and i wore his 

black shirt

Titolo presentazione 2
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